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Welcome to Stories from the Stalls, a
selection of memories, reflections and
tales from the Ten Katemarkt. As you
move through this site, you will be
introduced to the stall owners who have
shaped the sounds, smells and tastes of
this market in Oud-West for over 118
years. The stalls and the people behind
them are themselves part of the city’s
social and historical fabric, with some
having grown up and worked their
entire lives amongst the hustle and
bustle of these same streets. Others have
more recently established food trucks
and stands in the neighbourhood,
bringing with them new flavours,
different languages and exciting ideas
for the market. 

From our time at the market and with the
stallholders, we found the Ten Katemarkt
to be both a source of stability (created by
the stall owners, the regulars and space
itself) but also a dynamic site of change.
The stall holders’ relationship to ‘change'
reflects the nature of the market itself –
where people come and go, products
change with the demands of an ever-
evolving neighbourhood, instilling a
sense of both pessimism and optimism
within the permanent community. Many
seem to thrive in the chaos –or 'reuring'–
of the market, spending their days
constantly busy with their own form of
creating, selling, cooking, or serving up
their products to the regulars of the
market, and meeting new faces.

Yet change often comes with its own
challenges, and processes of gentrification,
monopolisation of businesses, and the
impact of the pandemic has inevitably
influenced the livelihoods of the vendors.
Yet, their collective decision to remain open
during the pandemic stands as a testament
to the resilience of these people and the
communities of Ten Katemarkt. 

In a year characterised by change, upheaval
and uncertainty, it is refreshing to come to
a place grounded in routine, yet which is
always moving with the times. We invite
you to step in, and join us for a stroll
through the past, present and future of the
Ten Katemarkt.



History
The Ten Katestraat is a street in the Kinkerbuurt in
Amsterdam-West. 
The street is best known for one of the larger
markets in Amsterdam. 
This market is located in the middle part of the
street on both sides of the Kinkerstraat. The market
is held six days of the week, except for Sundays. The
street itself has one-way traffic from north to south.
During market hours no traffic is possible and this
part of the street is only accessible to pedestrians.

Until 1896, the territory belonged to the
municipality of Nieuwer-Amstel and was annexed
by Amsterdam that year for urban expansion. The
name of the street was determined by a council
decision of Nieuwer-Amstel on October 30, 1890,
and named after Dutch preacher-poet Jan Jakob
Lodewijk ten Kate.

https://www.tenkatemarkt.nl/de-ten-katemarkt

https://www.tenkatemarkt.nl/de-ten-katemarkt


Ron Ruijgrok
Since 1979 at the Ten Katemarkt

Het Warme

Notengilde

"People come here to
socialize, grab a coffee or

a bite to eat when running
into each other. It is a

really important place for
the neighbourhood." 

"There is never a dull
moment here, once you

work on the market you will
never want to return to

working in a regular store
again." 

Listen to this story

https://soundcloud.com/storiesfromthestalls/ron-het-warme-notengilde


Lex

Groente

Rik

Grew up in this fsmily company

"When I started working
here, 20 years ago, it was a

bit of a poor neighbourhood
with fairly large houses.
Then there were a lot of
foreign families, large

families and that has slowly
changed to younger people."

Listen to this story

https://soundcloud.com/storiesfromthestalls/rik-lex-groente


Chouffie

Groenten en Fruit

Chouffie

Since 1993 at the Ten Katemarkt

"The
neighbourhood has

changed a lot. For
instace, 'De Hallen'

also came here." 
"We were supposed
to go there, but we
turned it down.  A

market is supposed
to be outside, so we

stayed here."

Listen to this story

https://soundcloud.com/storiesfromthestalls/chouffie-groenten-en-fruit


Eskina

Brasil

Paulo

Started one year ago

"I’ve really settled in here
because there are many

different stalls here,
Brazilians, Dutch, Indians,

Moroccans, Turkish, and
so it’s because of them that

I stay here."

Listen to this story

https://soundcloud.com/storiesfromthestalls/paulo-eskina-brasil


Deli Fresh

Delicatessen

Family Loukan

Since 1994 on the market

"In Ramadan, you used to
sell celery and a lot of celery
for the soup and all kinds of
ingredients. Because those

families have moved out,
we don't sell that anymore." 

"All of us have to
stand together to
make the market

great"

Listen to this story

https://soundcloud.com/storiesfromthestalls/omarito-deli-fresh-delicatessen


"It's a nice social fabric, so to
speak, and also people of

different backgrounds from
native-born Amsterdam or
first or second generations

from other parts of the globe. I
always say on the market, we

have more people coming
from different nationalities

than you find it in a hotel"

Zig Zag

Fournituren
Over 75 years

located in Oud-

West

Wesley

 "We have to speak
Chinese, Spanish,

Turkish, Moroccan,
Arabic, Polish. It's

amazing"

Ben (Wesley's Father)

Listen to this story

https://soundcloud.com/storiesfromthestalls/wesley-zig-zag-fournituren



